
COURSE SECTION INFORMATION 
2018-2019 

 
        TEACHER NAME:  Amy Bauman; abauman@omahamarian.org 402.571.2618 ext. 6229 

 COURSE NUMBER:  125  SECTIONS: B, D, E, and F 

 ROOM NUMBER: 211 

 OFFICE HOURS: Blocks C and G by appointment; after school from 3:00-3:50 by  

 appointment 

 COURSE NAME:  Honors/ AP English Literature  
 
 All homework will be posted on the assignment board (in classroom) and  
      an electronic board (eBackpack and a google calendar link). 
 
 
 TEXTBOOKS & PUBLISHERS:   

Prentice Hall Literature – The British Tradition 
Jane Eyre 
Pride and Prejudice 

   Othello  
   Curious Incident of the Dog in the Nighttime 
   1984 

 
 OTHER MATERIALS: 

Videos (clips or selected scenes; Pride and Prejudice, Sense  
and Sensibility [PG-13]) 

   Handouts 
   Audio Recordings 
   Other Readings 
 
 COURSE DESCRIPTION: This course is an extremely accelerated, chronologically 
 ordered survey of English literature from Beowulf to the present. Students will write  
 in-class essays, the MLA-format primary-source and secondary-source papers, and essay 

examinations. Students will have the option of writing the Advanced Placement 
Examination and/or taking this course for dual enrollment through Nebraska Wesleyan 
University. 

 
 TEACHING METHODOLOGY 

•    Lecture 
• Question and answer 
• Small group work and discussion 
• Timed writings 
• Individual writing 



• Group writing 
• Projects 
•    Viewing video tapes and other AV materials 

 
COURSE OBJECTIVES 

The student who successfully completes English Literature should be able to 
complete/show/perform: 
 

• Knowledge of themes, styles and philosophies of major English writers 
• Knowledge of literary terms 
• Knowledge of literary movements and/or trends 
• Recognition of literary forms (e.g. poetry, play, etc.) 
• Analysis of symbols, archetypes and themes in English literature 
• Scansion of poetry 
• Preparation for and practice timed writings 
• Analysis of major English novels 
• Analysis and appreciation of at least one of Shakespeare’s plays 
• Knowledge of selected grammar and usage rules and practices 
• Application of library, note taking, and study skills. 

 
In addition, students who successfully complete Honors/AP English Literature will 
be able to 

1. Read a wide selection of challenging work from various genres, time   
 periods, authors, and perspectives. 

  2. Demonstrate understanding, interpretation, and analysis of assigned 
  texts using content-specific terminology. 
  3. Engage with assigned texts through meaningful conversation and 
  annotation. 
  4. Write in a number of rhetorical modes and literary styles for a variety 
  of audiences. 
  5. Apply the revision and editing process, including the mechanics and 
  conventions of academic writing. 
  6. Apply MLA formatting and style guidelines to assigned writing. 
  7. Demonstrate an improvement in vocabulary and grammar skills. 
  8. Cultivate intellectual curiosity through critical thinking, research, and 
  problem solving. 
  9. Communicate ideas and voice confidently in interpersonal settings and 
  presentations. 
  10. Discern the validity, credibility, and reliability of information from a   
  variety of sources. 
  11. Utilize technology creatively, ethically, and responsibly. 
  12. Practice personal leadership through self-advocacy, initiative,    
  responsibility, and accountability. 



  13. Have the opportunity for concurrent (dual) enrollment through a four-year  
  university, potentially earning three college credit hours. 

 
GRADING POLICY 
 

Evaluation for the course is based on class assignments, quiz scores, unit/chapter test scores, 
primary and secondary source papers, and in-class participation. (Papers and tests will be worth 
more points in PowerSchool than assignments, quizzes, or participation). Class participation 
consists not only of participation in class discussions but also attention in class and good and 
proper use of class time. Quarter and semester grades will be given to students according to the 
grading scale outlined in the Marian Student Handbook.   
 
Grades are recorded in PowerSchool and posted in a timely fashion for student and parent access.   
 
The English Department Paper Policy and the English Department Extra-Credit Policy, as stated 
in the Marian Student/Parent Handbook, are followed.  All major papers, as well as smaller 
writing assignments, will be submitted via turnitin.com.  Students must register for the class and 
be able to submit papers electronically.  All papers must be submitted by the posted date and 
time.  Refer to the English Department Paper Policy.   
 
Grading for late papers and projects begins at a 69%; late papers and projects may be subject to 
further grade reduction.  Exceptions will be made in the event of serious issues such as death in 
the family, hospitalization, or other catastrophic event. The instructor will assign two separate 
grades for each writing assignment: a completion grade and a regular grade.  The completion 
grade will be worth approximately10% of the total assignment. Students will receive full credit 
for the completion grade only if they submit the assignment to Turnitin by the deadline.  Students 
will receive zero (0) completion points if the assignment is late, if the paper is submitted to the 
wrong Turnitin assignment, or if the paper is emailed to the teacher and not submitted to 
Turnitin. 
 
Dishonesty in any form is antithetical to the values of Marian High School and will not be 
tolerated. In written work, plagiarism is the representation of another’s work as one’s own.  
Any use of any methods of plagiarism will result in a failing grade on the assignment.  Students 
will not have the opportunity to revise any such work. Disciplinary points for cheating will also 
be issued. Please refer to the plagiarism policy in the Curriculum Handbook or the 
Student/Parent Handbook for further clarification.  
 
  
In addition to plagiarism, there is a reuse of products issue that relates to academic 
integrity. Whenever a student desires to recycle a product or assignment from a previous course 
and use it to fulfill a new assignment in a different course, there are at least two conditions that 
must apply: First, the student must be forthcoming about the reuse and seek advance approval 
from one or more instructors. Second, as a general rule, the product cannot simply be reused but 
must be extended significantly beyond its original form, and the nature of the extension must be 
fully communicated to and approved by the instructor(s). 
 
 



 
 
Academic honesty also includes avoiding sharing information from tests, taking pictures of 
quizzes or tests and sharing them online, or collaborating on homework by recording identical 
responses. 
 
Please review Section 4.2 of the Marian Parent-Student Handbook with your parent(s) or 
guardian regarding additional consequences for violating academic integrity rules.  
 
NO late work will be accepted.  Students who forget to do the assignment or choose not to will 
receive a zero; they may not turn in late work for credit. Students who are absent will have the 
opportunity to turn in any and all (late) work for full credit. 

 
If a student knows ahead of time that she will be absent from class (for example, a school-
sponsored activity), she will need to make arrangements with the instructor ahead of time to turn 
in the work.  In case of illness, it is the responsibility of the student to see that arrangements are 
made with instructor and that work is turned in; it is imperative that students make up tests and 
quizzes in a timely fashion (generally the number of days the student was absent).  Any work not 
turned in/completed within the prescribed period of time (determined by the teacher) after an 
excused or unexcused absence will not receive credit. Failing to complete homework on time 
will result in the student attending the mandatory after-school iBlock. 
 
AP COURSE DESIGNATION 
 
This course is an AP course; students who plan to take the AP exam will be provided review 
materials and resources. Their coursework will help them prepare for the AP exam, but it will 
also require outside study.  There are numerous apps and texts that will aid in this process.  
Students should research colleges they are planning to attend to determine whether AP credit is 
accepted and, if so, how it is applied. 
 
This course is also a dual enrollment course. Students have the option to take the course for 
college credit through Nebraska Wesleyan University. Handouts will be provided to students and 
parents about the benefits, registration process, fees, and credit hours. 
 
Attendance 
 
Class attendance is mandatory and essential to success in this course.  Make-up work must be 
submitted in a reasonable and timely fashion, generally within one week of the absence unless 
there is an extended absence.  Extended absence for serious reasons will be handled on a 
situational basis and may warrant additional make-up time.   
 
The Marian High School Attendance/Absence Policy, as stated in the current Marian 
Student/Parent Handbook (Section 6.3), is in effect; therefore, on the eleventh absence the 
student's semester average is lowered three percentage points (3%). Students must make every 
effort to schedule appointments, trips, and other absences outside of school time; students should 
also stagger appointments so that they are not missing the same block repeatedly. 
 



Check instructor's eBackpack and google site for policies and procedures. Homework will also 
be posted on eBackpack and/or a class google calendar linked to eBackpack. Homework 
assignments will be recorded on the classroom white board as well. 
 
Students must be on time to class. Tardies (student is late and does not have a pass from a 
teacher or staff member) will be recorded by the teacher. Students will receive one (1) 
disciplinary point for every other tardy to class. 
 
 
COMMUNICATION ADVOCACY POLICY 
 
In keeping with the tradition of developing confident, independent, thinking leaders, students 
who have a question or concern about their class or grade should first talk to the teacher.  If they 
are unable to reach a consensus, the student should then involve her guidance counselor, who 
will assist in her self-advocacy. If an issue remains unresolved, the teacher, parent(s), and student 
will meet.  If consensus is not achieved once the aforementioned communication steps have been 
taken, the parent(s) should contact the principal. 
 

iPad Responsibilities: 

Students will: 
• maintain an academic environment at all times. No games, messaging, shopping, or the 

like. 
• keep the iPad on the desk, with the cover closed, at the start of every class. They will 

not open the iPad unless instructed by the teacher.  
• ensure their iPad is fully charged at the start of the school day and 
sync their iPad regularly. 
• keep the operating system and apps up to date. 
• set “Do Not Disturb” from 7:55 to 3:10. 
• have the volume of their iPad muted unless otherwise requested by the teacher and use 

earphones when listening to personalized audio. 
• turn off notifications for non-school apps. 
• keep iPads closed during tests and quizzes. 
• have non-school apps closed during class. 
• “sleep” the iPad when the teacher is addressing the class or group; this means the 

teacher knows that he or she has your attention. 
• not share their passwords or passcode with another person. 
• not use another person’s iPad without the owner’s permission. 
• always seek permission before taking a photo, video, or audio recording of someone, 

including your teachers; any changes made after the initial recording should also be 
approved by the people involved. 
• follow all teacher directions regarding iPad use and digital citizenship. 
• know that all iPad infractions result in a minimum of two (2) points. 
• remove all Apple watches during quizzes and tests and place them in their backpacks 

for the duration of the quiz or test. 



• Not download a VPN to their iPads. 
 

 

 


